
FUNCTIONALISM AS A DUALIST AND A MONIST THEORY

I might say: none of the objects in your physical theory are green. The happy materialist might say: but those aren't the
things which are truly.

A further group of problems has to do with another of our convictions, so far unmentioned. This requirement
that we put on theories of mind and brain can be called the Proposition of Mental Indispensability, or indeed
the Proposition on the Falsehood of Epiphenomenalism. In the case of our experience of ourselves this is not
true. The trouble with the Optimistic Argument is that it is question-begging. That is, we never recollect
anything in any sense mental which is external to mental events, which thing possesses, underlies or organizes
them. Now it is true that the essence of Hesperus cannot be discovered by a mere thought experiment. But
experiences have to exist, right? It is our ordinary way. A major rationale of those who think that imagination
is not a safe indication of possibility, even when such possibility is not eliminable a priori, is that we can
imagine that a posteriori necessities might be falseâ€”for example, that Hesperus might not be identical to
Phosphorus. It happens that diamonds can cut glass, but so can many other things that are not diamonds. It
seems easy to think that anything calling itself an Identity Theory must satisfy the Proposition, but this is not
so. Even if philosophical objections to the hypothesis did not seem open to good rejoinders, as they do, the
evidence could be taken to overbear the objections. What we can say is that the Union Theory comes to this:
the mental and the neural properties of an event are nomically connected, and a single effect, and both
properties are causal with respect to actions and later mental events. Specifying the sub-class of environmental
causes is and can only be done by choosing those that that have certain effects, mental events somehow
conceived. My perspective is that I am a substance and a property dualist because I view that the mind and
body are made out of different properties, where the mind is not composed by the same substance as the body
We will be coming back to Identity Theories, and to what may be a proof of their failure -- which proof I rely
upon in what has just been said about Lenient Functionalism. Second there is the difficulty of giving an
account of the unity of the mind. This view simply entails the modification of functionalism to include within
its scope a very broad interpretation of input and outputs to include the objects that are the causes of mental
representations in the external world. A person is not such a mental entity, but, in so far as mental facts are
concerned, just a single sequence of mental events. We are not all in agreement. The knowledge, therefore,
appears to be genuinely new, whereas only the mode of conceiving it is novel. They want the ones some of
whose inner events are mental. But if they are indeterministic, might not interference produce a result that has
a probability greater than zero, and so be consistent with the laws? So that must mean that experiences are
some sort of physical object, and so it will be just as impossible for them to be truly green, given the
ontological primitives we have to work with. If there were such a guaranteeing thing, the neural event would
not have the simultaneous mental event as a necessary condition. Further, as hardly needs to be added, the
content I recall is for me not at all a neural fact -- and hence not something only causal and neural. And the
latter assertion of not just pointlessness, but likely impossibility makes it a property dualism. For a short,
untechnical account, see Chs. With respect to events of any kind, what is more common than successful
individuation by cause or effect or both? According to the mechanist, the conscious mind is an
epiphenomenon a notion given general currency by T. Satisfaction of the relevant counterfactuals is built into
the notion of realization mentioned in 3 above. Add more talk of causal relations if you like. Facing up to the
problem of consciousness. Block, Ned, ed. The ones in this section can be regarded as preliminaries to that in
4. Materialist views say that, despite appearances to the contrary, mental states are just physical states. There
is also a lot of scientized reflection of uncertain philosophical virtue -- by, as you might say, those with the
policy of Penelope's wooers. The latter is not, however, a purely mental substance that can be defined in terms
of thought or consciousness alone, as Descartes claimed. The belief in the relative indeterminacy of matter is
one reason for Aristotle's rejection of atomism. Not only that, but this one-to-one correlation must not be
accidental.


